Extra cost for equipment for observing occultations
• If you have a telescope and cell phone, - $0 – for visual observing. It’s best to use 2
cell phones, one to record and one to generate audible time ticks, like those from
the “Time The Sat” app. Time to about 0.1s is available with other free apps, like
“GPS Test” -Androids and “GPS Diagnostic” –iPhones (they also give geographical
coordinates), & web sites like www.time.gov, but they don’t have audible signals.
• If you have an astronomical CCD and computer to record images with it, - $0 –
using the drift scan method. Use Dimension 4 or similar to synch your computer
clock to accurate UT time 2 to 3 minutes before you start your exposure for the
occultation. http://www.asteroidoccultation.com/observations/DriftScan/Index.htm
• If you have a computer but not a CCD, for video, - $20 – for a device to mount one
of the cell phones to the eyepiece of the telescope and the other phone for time,
like the first option; see https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1Df34Hwsm4M .
• Better than a cell phone (gain 3+ magnitudes), -$224 – for a sensitive camera (IOTA
Runcam), Startech frame grabber, Supercircuits PA6 microphone, TAB adapter, & 9V
battery to record cell phone (or WWV, if you have a shortwave radio) time ticks.
• For video time insertion (more convenient for analysis), the best option is the IOTAVTI for $279. The British GPSBOXSPRITE3 video time inserter costs £120 but doesn’t
have the IOTA-VTI’s error checking.
• Use whatever you have – ANY observation is much better than NO observation!

Visual Timing with Shortwave Radio (for WWV) and
cassette audio tape recorder (now can use cell phone video, for the
audio recording, & “Time the Sat” app for audible time signals)
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Visual timing
▪ Best: Smartphone
timing app which syncs
to UTC via NNTP
▪ Stopwatch
▪ Cellphone stopwatch
app (elapsed time only)
▪ Any timing is better than
no timing!

“Timestamp”
by EmeraldSequoia
for iPhone

“Time The Sat”
satflare.com
for Android

More information on using the
“Time the Sat” app is on the next
page, including how to obtain
the most accuracy (smallest time
error), and generate audible
time ticks. I assume that “Timestamp”
has the same capabilities, but I don’t
have an iPhone so I can’t say.

Using “Time The Sat”
I assume that “Timestamp” by Emerald-Sequoia has capabilities
similar to those that I describe below for “Time the Sat”, but I don’t
have an iPhone so I can’t test it.
With “Time the Sat”, go to the 3 dots in the upper right; pressing it gives
some important options described below:
ReSynch (NTP) resynchronizes; you want to do that less than a minute before
you start to observe.

“Time The Sat”
Select NTP Server: The different servers have different accuracies, depending satflare.com
on your location. Try them out, to see which one gives the smallest “TAcc”
for Android
(time accuracy) and keep it selected (the “>” on the left shows the selected
one). A TAcc of 50 ms or less is preferred. In the USA, time.nist.gov often
gives the smallest TAcc.
Audio Time: – selecting it causes audible clicks each second, with the # of seconds of the minute
announced each 10 seconds, and the minutes of the hour are given at the start of each minute.
Exit: Very important, as this is the only way to exit the app, as far as I can tell. Using the usual
“back” button of the cell phone just adds another time and doesn’t actually go back to exit.

“Time the Sat” also gives coordinates, longitude, latitude, and altitude above sea level, that you
also need for reporting your occultation observation.

Drift Scan Timing with an Astronomical CCD Camera
http://www.asteroidoccultation.com/observations/DriftScan/Index.htm
If you have an astronomical CCD camera, you can time occultations!

If you have a DSLR camera, you can also use it to time occultations;
see http://occultations.org/observing/educational-materials/equipment/dslr/
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Occultation Observing Equipment - Video
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$149.00

$79.00

Occ2 Recording System

Labeled picture TBS

Better, see http://www.occultationpages.com/events/Runcam_Mini.html
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GPS Video – IOTA VTI
Provides accurate (msec) timestamps
on every video frame
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IOTA Observing Manual
Available at IOTA’s main
Web site,
http://occultations.org
The observing tab there, directly
http://occultations.org/observing/
Available at
has thehttp://occultations.org
latest information about
recommended software and
equipment.
Other tabs are for joining IOTA, for
our free publications, and meetings
(“community”)
A good primer, especially for video
occultation observing, is at

http://occultations.org/documents/
OccultationObservingPrimer.pdf

